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Abstract
Children diagnosed with terminal illness most often receive end-of-life care in a
traditional hospital setting or at home due to the dearth of children’s hospices in the
United States. Children hospices provide an environment that not only is aesthetically
designed for children, but also is attentive to the specific physical and emotional needs
of their special patients and their families. The purpose of this thesis is to define a
model of children’s hospice that integrates the successful features of similar hospitals
throughout the United States and adapts them to the writer’s home region in upstate
New York. To accomplish this goal, the writer analyzes the features of existing
children’s hospice centers as well as prominent children’s hospitals nationwide and
examines their strengths and weaknesses to determine the ideal environment for a
children’s hospice center.
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1.0 - Introduction
Families of children diagnosed with a terminal illness may or may not have the
means to help their children live out the rest of their lives in the comfort of their homes
or in home-like environments. Even for those who do have this ability, their terminally
ill children often require medical attention and hospitalization. However, children need
not receive end-of-life care in a traditional hospital setting. Hospice centers, where
medical care is provided in a home-like environment, are becoming an alternative to
hospitalization. Few pediatric hospice centers exist in the United States; most hospice
centers are elderly-focused and provide in-home hospice as well as palliative care.
Although young people have access to in-home hospice and palliative care, there are
few hospice facilities specifically for children and young adults.
In determining hospice care availability for young people, one must first define
“hospice center.” For the purposes of this paper, hospice center is defined as an end-oflife center for people with six months or less to live. Hospice centers are traditionally
associated with older adults, not children. As of 2015, only two children’s hospice
centers are situated in the United States: The George Mark Children’s House located in
San Leandro, California and the TMC Children’s Hospice located in Tucson, Arizona.1,2

1

Ken Sommer (Director of Advancement, George Mark Children’s House) in discussion of George Mark Children’s
House), in discussion with the author, September 2015.
2

“Children’s Hospice,” Tucson Medical Center, accessed September 19, 2015,
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According to the Finger Lakes Region Profile, a region of nine New York state counties,
between 2009 and 2011 375 children passed away, 204 as a result of terminal illnesses.3
This data indicates a gap in children’s hospice care and demonstrates that a children’s
hospice center in the Finger Lakes region would be beneficial. In addition, Rochester,
New York is home to Golisano Children’s Hospital, the region’s only children’s
hospital. As a result, children and their families, as well as the Golisano Children’s
Hospital medical community, would all be best served with a children’s hospice center.
In considering how to design a children’s hospice center, I set out to answer
several questions:
● What is the present situation of health structures for terminally ill children?
● Where in Rochester, NY would a new project of a Children’s Hospice Center be
beneficial?
● Where should the new center be situated?
● Which features of United States hospice centers would be best to incorporate into
this design?
● What additional features would define the space so that families would be
willing to bring their children?
The goal of this study is that this typology of a children’s hospice will become
more definitive, with features that will make the space more inviting and comforting for
children in their last stages of life and their families. This research will also inform
future architects and architectural designers when presented with this typology to
design. They will be further aided with a program of compiled data to help guide them

http://www.tmcaz.com/childrenshospice
3
Finger Lakes Regional Health Profile, (New York: Finger Lakes Health Systems Agency, 2014).
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through the types of amenities that the facility should have along with site amenities
that are preferred. Overall, this facility would make an excellent addition to the
Rochester, New York area to work in conjunction with the Golisano Children’s
Hospital.
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2.0 - Problem Statement
In considering how to design a children’s hospice center, I asked my primary
question:
After researching the present situation of health structures for terminally ill
children, where would a new project of a Children’s Hospice Center be beneficial in
Rochester, NY?
I was guided by several sub questions:
● Where should the new center be situated?
● Which features of United States hospice centers would be best to incorporate into
this design?
● What additional features would define the space so that families would be
willing to bring their children?
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3.0 - Literature Review
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Literature Review
This literature review of three thesis documents and several articles was
conducted to investigate the dearth of children’s hospice centers. Literature relating to
this topic is sparse, and this thesis can help fill the gap as a necessary resource.
The need for children’s hospice centers is demonstrated in Lynn Stokes’ paper,
“Hospice: A Caring Environment for Families to Live through a Critical Time.” Stoke
stated, “Currently, in the United States, there are no free-standing children’s hospices in
existence.”4 Stokes’ thesis is similar to this paper’s proposed research and design with
the exception of Stoke collaborating with St. John’s Hospital in Maryland.5 Stokes’
thesis also identifies the need for further analysis and research of children’s hospice
facilities outside of the United States and demonstrates that further research is needed
to locate more children’s hospice centers or to determine why so few exist.
By contrast, “Hospice House,” by Stephanie L. Millet focuses on the design of a
hospice for elderly people and how to improve the model of hospice care.5 Millet’s
thesis lacks sufficient data explaining how she achieved her model, thus emphasizing
the need to acquire additional information and background for improving hospice

4

Lynn M. Stokes, "Children's Hospice: A Comprehensive Environment for Families to Live through a Critical Time" (master’s
thesis, UMD, 2003), http://drum.lib.umd.edu/bitstream/handle/1903/207/umi-umd-1253.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y.
5

Stephanie L. Millet, "Hospice House", (master’s thesis, RU, 2006),
https://scholarship.rice.edu/bitstream/handle/1911/17898/1435746.PDF?sequence=1.
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care.5
“Hospice: A Place for the Dying,” by Monica M. Becher, examines both
children’s and elderly hospice care as the writer focuses on how this care helps patients
die with dignity. She discusses the need for blurred lines between home-like and
hospital-like spaces while also integrating nature.6 Becher stated, “No matter how
home-like a hospice strives to be, it will never be home to its dying residents.” 6 This
shows that as well-designed a space may be with the comforts of home, it cannot
change how the patient feels. Becher also explains the need for a therapeutic
environment to increase the patient’s quality of life. She stated, “The hospice should not
feel overwhelming to its residents and visitors, in that the building mass should be as
small as possible.”6 This means that the building does not have to be extravagant; the
smaller the better. In addition to the therapeutic environment, Becher also explains that
the building should be easily navigable.6 Each piece of aforementioned research
provides implicit information to enhance this thesis and also emphasizes the
importance of case studies to enhance the center’s design.
The theses above inform the reader on hospice design. The next articles relate to

6

Monica Marlene Becher, "Hospice: A Place for the Dying", (master’s thesis, UCalgary, 1999),
https://prism.ucalgary.ca/handle/1880/25115.
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hospice management and care. “Confronting Death: Perceptions of a Good Death in
Adults with Lung Cancer”, by Travonia Hughes, et al. and “Palliative Care: Clinical
Practice Guidelines in Oncology”, by Michael H. Levy, et al., focus on the process of
moving into hospice care centers. These articles bring attention to the fact that each
person goes through the hospice experience in different ways, and each person has their
own plan that the doctors and nurses make for them.7,8 In addition to respecting these
individualized plans, nurses and doctors also focus on keeping the patients
comfortable.
In an effort to ensure the wellbeing of the patient and all involved in their care,
many hospice centers utilize a set of guidelines. In their article, Levy et al. produced a
diagram seen in figure 1, identifying a map of a patient’s treatment path.9 The map
begins with the screening process, where intake coordinators decide the severity of the
patient’s condition. The next step is assessment, where the doctors and nurses
determine the efficacy of certain therapies and also learn the patient’s own treatment
plan. The assessment helps to estimate life expectancy, which then helps to decide if
there are interventions to extend life. Coordinators continue to assess and reassess the

7

Michael H. Levy, et al., “Palliative Care: Clinical Practice Guidelines in Oncology“, Journal of the National
Comprehensive Cancer Network 7, no. 4 (2009): 436-473.
8

Travonia Hughes, et al., "Confronting Death: Perceptions of a Good Death in Adults with Lung Cancer,” American
Journal of Hospice and Palliative Medicine no. 1 (2008): 39-44.
9

Levy, et al., “Palliative Care.”
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patient for as long as the patient lives. When the patient’s life ends, coordinators
provide support, not only for the patient’s family but also for the patient’s health-care
team.
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Figure 1: Path of Care
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Figure 1 described the screening process to determine the necessity of palliative
care. Figure 2 describes the process of providing palliative care once it has been
decided. The diagram begins with the patient’s life expectancy and, depending on the
patient’s condition, determines the process of discussing and introducing hospice care.
Reassessment may occur more frequently in this diagram as the patient’s condition
changes.
The diagrams in the Levy et al. article are representative of the life of a terminally
ill cancer patient. Reassessment occurs when the patient’s condition worsens or
improves. The reassessment then helps to keep the patients comfortable and on their
chosen path. As a result, no two people will go through the exact same situation or take
the same path; there will always be differences in how their lives progress.

12 | P a g e
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Figure 2: Path of Care
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In addition to considering hospice design and patient assessment, researchers
also examine the challenges of choosing home hospice care. “Hospice and the Spatial
Paradoxes of Terminal Care,” by Michael Brown discusses the effects on a hospice
patient spending the last moments of his life in his home and demonstrates this choice
had its own set of associated positive and negative circumstances. 10 Brown explains that
being at home in the last stages of life changes the home atmosphere. This makes it
harder for the patient to be in his home because his environment is not what he is
accustomed to.10 This paper shows the benefits of a hospice center in that patients do
not have to make architectural changes to their homes to accommodate their medical
needs.
“Hospice Care for Children,” edited by Ann Armstrong-Dailey and Sarah
Zarbock, focuses on meeting the unique needs of children and family members in
hospice centers.11 Some of the features they recommend include a body outline tool and
specific types of therapy and play rooms.11
The body outline tool is a graphic used in examination rooms in which there is
an outline of a body along with three different colors chosen by doctors. Those colors

10

Michael Brown, "Hospice and the Spatial Paradoxes of Terminal Care", Environment and Planning A 35, no. 5 (2003): 833851.

11

Ann Armstrong-Dailey and Sarah F. Zarbock, Hospice Care for Children, 2nd ed., (New York: Oxford University Press, 1993).
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represent amounts of pain. The patient puts a color on the part of the body that is
hurting using the color that represents the pain.11
Therapy rooms, such as those for art and music, help the patient stay
comfortable.11 Playrooms keep the child’s mind occupied. The text suggests that play
medical equipment helps to ease a child’s mind and should therefore be considered for
the playroom.11 This book is helpful as it focuses on children and hospice where the
other sources do not.
These resources help to demonstrate the need for a children’s hospice care
facility in the Finger Lakes region and also describe how to create a great design that
will help lessen the burdens of all the children and their families. The children’s
hospice design will incorporate main features from each source that will enhance the
design and will also add modern tools to help calm children in their new environment.
The playroom offers children a space to play with therapeutic support while the body
outline tool helps the doctors understand the child’s pain levels. The articles also
expressed how this a hospice facility will not replace the person’s home or destroy the
good memories of their home. They also expressed that each patient goes through the
process differently from someone else. There is no direct path to how life will proceed
when they enter a hospice center.

16 | P a g e

4.0 - Case Studies
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Children’s Hospice Centers
This study investigated TMC Children’s Hospice in Tucson, Arizona and George
Mark Children’s House in San Leandro, California, the only two children’s hospice

Figure 3: Map of Existing Children’s Hospice Centers

centers in the United States, as shown in blue in figure 3, as well as children’s hospitals
that perform hospice services. These children’s hospitals, as shown in figure 4, include:
Boston’s Children’s Hospital in Boston, Massachusetts, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital
Medical Center in Cincinnati, Ohio, Golisano Children’s Hospital in Rochester, NY, and
Riley Hospital in Indianapolis, Indiana.
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Figure 4: Map of Existing Children’s Hospitals

The location and number of children’s hospice centers demonstrates the dearth
of these centers in the United States and point to a need for a children’s hospice in the
Rochester, New York area, especially when coupled with the well-known children’s
hospital in the area.
In examining these centers and hospitals, I was inspired by, and incorporated
into my new facility design some of their amenities, such as using red wagons to pull
children instead of wheelchairs to push them and providing beds for the parents in
their children’s rooms. All of these spaces serve as the design aspect to this thesis.
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TMC Children’s Hospice
TMC Children’s Hospice, located in Tucson, Arizona, has 16 patient rooms,
which is considered a reasonable
size. The hospice provides
additional “family room” space for
overnight visits.12
At this facility, the design
Figure 5: TMC Children’s Hospice Main Entrance

goal is to provide a welcoming,

inviting space for children and their families. The welcoming design begins outside the
building. Figure 5 shows the main
entrance, which is brightly colored
and inviting for children. The waiting
room in figure 6 is yet another inviting
space for families to greet their loved
Figure 6: TMC Children’s Hospice Waiting Room

ones. This inviting design continues in
the patient rooms, each of which connects to an outdoor patio. Children have the
opportunity to design the theme of their room.12 With this, the hospice allows children

12

“Children’s Hospice,” Tucson Medical Center, accessed September 19, 2015, http://www.tmcaz.com/childrenshospice.
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to feel that the space is their own.
To complement the welcoming design, TMC provides supportive amenities for
children, families, and guests, such as a chapel and the “TMC Labyrinth & Garden.”12
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George Mark Children’s House
George Mark Children’s House is
located in San Leandro, California. This facility
is 15,000 square feet and is located across five
acres of land. The House maintains eight
Figure 7: George Mark Children’s Patient Room

patient beds, serving patients from birth to
21 years of age. George Mark Children’s House
provides hospice, transitional, and respite care,
with hospice patients making up 20 percent of
the care in the facility.13 As part of the

Figure 8: George Mark Children’s House Garden

hospice care, George Mark Children’s House
provides bereavement care in the form of
“counseling, home visits, support groups and
participation in events held at George Mark for
as long as a family desires.”14

Figure 9: George Mark Children’s Tile
Wall

Transitional care is provided for
children who must remain hospitalized due to specialized treatments. While the child is

13

“Life at the House,” George Mark Children’s House, accessed September 19, 2015,
http://georgemark.org/about-us/life-at-the-house/

14

“Bereavement Care,” George Mark Children’s House, accessed September 19, 2015,
http://georgemark.org/about-us/how-we-help-children/#bereavement-care
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at the House, parents learn how to care for their child’s medical needs so that they “feel
more confident about caring for their child and managing issues that arise when they
return home.”15
Providing full-time care for a child’s medical needs sometimes takes a toll on
parents. Respite care, which serves the majority of children at George Mark Children’s
House, allows parents to leave their children in a safe space while they “recharge and
spend much-needed time on their own or with other siblings.”16
Each of the seven 108 square-foot bedrooms is decorated with a different theme
and includes both a bed for the patient and a daybed for the parents. The rooms, as
shown in figure 7, have panels that discreetly cover the oxygen and suction hook ups.
In the eighth “teen-focused” room, the space for the day bed is replaced with a
computer and sound system.17 As seen in figure 8, each room has an outside patio
leading to a garden space, and a tile wall in figure 9 serves as a remembrance wall for
all of the children who have been in the facility. One patient room serves as a zero
containment room for children who cannot be in contact with other people. Meals are
prepared by a chef in “Ruth’s Cafe” and served three times a day; families have the

15

“Transitional Care,” George Mark Children’s House, accessed September 19, 2015, http://georgemark.org/aboutus/how-we-help-children/#transitional-care.
16

“Respite Care,” George Mark Children’s House, accessed September 19, 2015, http://georgemark.org/aboutus/how-we-help-children/#respite-care.
17

“Children’s Bedrooms,” George Mark Children’s House, accessed September 19, 2015,
http://georgemark.org/about-us/life-at-the-house/childrens-bedrooms/
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option of eating together in a large dining area.18
George Mark Children’s House offers rooming options beyond the daybed for
parents. Families can also stay in a suite, which has a bedroom, sitting room and
kitchen. In addition, children may room with their pets, or the pet can stay in the on-site
kennel provided by the facility.19
Beyond rooming, George Mark
Children’s House offers a variety of
amenities. The aquatics facility is equipped
with therapeutic tubs to provide children
some pain relief, and the outdoor play area
as seen in figure 10 has a playground

Figure 10: George Mark Children’s House Playground

for children. The facility has no
visiting hours; family and friends can visit whenever is convenient for them.19

18

“Life at the House,” George Mark Children’s House, accessed September 19, 2015, http://georgemark.org/aboutus/life-at-the-house/
19
Ken Sommer (Director of Advancement, George Mark Children’s House) in discussion of George Mark Children’s
House), in discussion with the author, September 2015.
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Isaiah House
The hospice center located in Rochester, New York is not a children’s hospice, but a
child roomed there for the first time in 2015.20 As seen in figure 11, Isaiah House looks like a
home from the exterior and is situated on a residential city street. The only distinguishing
feature is a small sign on the door that says “Isaiah House”. This facility is a non-regulated
hospice center; it is considered a comfort
care facility.20 A non-regulated facility
means that there are no formal visiting
hours and patients can behave as they
would in their own home, such as

Figure 11: Isaiah House Rendering

having a beer with dinner. When I
visited this facility in September 2015, I observed a home-like atmosphere; it felt like a place that
someone would want to be when they are in the last stages of their life. To operate, Isaiah
House depends upon donations, volunteers, and collaborations with other hospice agencies so
that they can accept patients without health insurance or family support. In keeping with their
non-regulated philosophy, the facility maintains a large kitchen where families can cook and eat
together as they would at home.20

20

Kristin Catalano (RN, Director, Isaiah House) in discussion with the author, September 2015.
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Design Room
Patio off each Room
Family Room
Meditation Chapel
Labyrinth
Garden
Bereavement Suite
Courtyard
Large Dining Room
Aquatics Facility
No Visiting Hours
Zero Containment
Room
Capability for another
person to stay in the
room
Kennel for Dogs
Residential
neighborhood
Residential appearance
Inviting atmosphere

TMC
Children’s
Hospice
x
x
x
x
x
x

George Mark
Children’s House

Isaiah House

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x
x

x
x

Table 1: Comparison of Hospice Centers

Table 1 compares the facilities examined for this paper and demonstrates that
each offers a range of amenities. Of those, only a few are shared across the board. Based
on these case studies, the facility design for this thesis will offer a broader range of
amenities. Patios will locate off of each room, and rooms will include space and
furniture to accommodate overnight guests, and visitors may enter and leave the
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facility at any time. The facility will also house a chapel, courtyard, large dining room,
aquatics facility, and a zero containment room. The exterior of the building will
maintain a welcoming residential appearance.
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In- home Hospice Care
In-home hospice centers for children are more common than hospice centers due
to lack of access to children’s hospice facilities. In-home hospice programs provide
families with support groups and 24/7 access to in-home nurse visitations. Several inhome hospice programs are established throughout the United States. Among those are
Essential Care for Children in Buffalo, New York; Children’s Hospital in St. Louis,
Missouri; Sunset Hospice Inc. in Los Angeles, California; and StarShine Hospice in
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Located within Cincinnati Children’s Hospital, StarShine Hospice provides inhome comfort to children who have six months or less to live.21 To accomplish this,
they collaborate with the Pediatric Palliative and Comfort Care team (PACT) at
Cincinnati Children’s Hospital. PACT helps coordinate medical care by providing a
medical team, assisting in making medical decisions, providing pain and symptom
management and recommending supportive therapies.22

21

“StarShine Hospice and Palliative Care”, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, accessed September 9,
2015, https://www.cincinnatichildrens.org/service/p/palliative-care/starshine-hospice
22

“Pediatric Palliative and Comfort Care Team,” Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, accessed
September 9, 2015, https://www.cincinnatichildrens.org/service/p/palliative-care/pact
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Children Hospitals
Cincinnati Children’s Hospital houses the StarShine Hospice and Palliative Care
program.23 The exterior of the
Children’s Hospital includes a lot of
fenestration and some color as seen in
figure 12. The hospital is a large facility
with 598 patient beds in addition to 59
beds in their Level IV Infant Intensive

Figure 12: Cincinnati’s Children’s Hospital Exterior

Care Unit. Cincinnati Children’s was
ranked 3rd among all Honor Roll hospitals in 2014 in U.S. News and World Report
patient survey of best children’s hospitals.24

23

“Cincinnati Children’s”, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, accessed September 9, 2015,
https://www.cincinnatichildrens.org/service/p/palliative-care
24

“Best Children’s Hospitals: The Honor Roll.” U.S. News Digital Weekly 6, no. 24 (2014):14
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Boston Children’s Hospital in Massachusetts is a fairly large, prominent hospital.
This facility has 392 patient beds and for newborns through 21 years of age.25 The
hospital admits around 25,000 patients each year. Figure 13 shows children’s rooms that
are brightly colored with a
substantial amount of natural
light.26 Both bright colors and
natural light help to improve the
patient’s emotional well-being.
Natural light also decreases
Figure 13: Boston’s Children’s Hospital Patient Room
Warren Jagger Photography
http://designawards.architects.org/projects/healthcaredesign/boston-childrens-hospital-mandell-building/

dependence on artificial lighting. The room is coupled with a couch for family
members. Boston Children’s Hospital is the “primary teaching hospital of Harvard
Medical School” and was ranked 1st in seven out of ten pediatric specialties by U.S.
News in 2016.27

25

Gary Baldwin, “Children's Hospital Boston Rises to Top of EHR Ladder", Health Data Management 19, no. 4
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“Boston Children’s Hospital”, Boston Children’s Hospital, accessed September 9, 2015,
http://www.childrenshospital.org/.
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Golisano Children’s Hospital is part of Strong Memorial Hospital in Rochester, New York.
Strong Memorial is the largest children’s hospital in the Western New York area.28 As of this
writing, Golisano Children’s Hospital was putting the finishing touches on their new hospital
addition, which adds 245,000 square feet, and includes 52 private rooms in addition to at least
60 beds in the NICU.29 Where before the patient rooms were painted in stark white colors, the
new bedrooms are very bright and colorful. The new rooms were also designed with patient
privacy and care in mind. Figure 14 shows patterned glass windows rather than walls
separating the room from the hall, allowing nurses to check on patients without entering the
room and disturbing them. This new
facility design incorporates themes of
Rochester, New York such as
meadows and parks, and the top two
floors of the eight-story building
include a children’s play-deck.29

Figure 14: Golisano Children’s Hospital Patient Room
Rendering

Golisano also houses a small “home-like” space on-site with seven private rooms
for families down the hall from the ICU.18 The hospital provides this feature so that
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“Golisano Children’s Hospital”, University of Rochester Medical Center, accessed September 9, 2015
https://www.urmc.rochester.edu/childrens-hospital.aspx.
29

"A Next Generation Hospital Dedicated to Children” University of Rochester, accessed November 3, 2015,
https://www.urmc.rochester.edu/childrens-hospital/giving/make-a-gift/support-building.aspx
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families can be in very close proximity to their children.29 For families who are unable to
stay in the private rooms, Golisano Children’s Hospital partners with the Ronald
McDonald House. RMH contains separate rooms for each family as well as large
gathering spaces such as a kitchen and living room.30
Riley Hospital for Children is a nine-story medical center in Indianapolis,
Indiana. Each floor has a specific theme, such as savannahs and parks. Families entering
the hospital will find red wagons, such as the one in
figure 15 for pulling their children as opposed to
pushing them in wheelchairs. Riley Hospital sees
30,000 trauma patients each year. For those
admitted, each has their own private room equipped
with a pullout bed and an additional television

Figure 15: Riley Hospital Logo

for family members.31
Each hospital described above demonstrates designs and/or amenities that I
plan to incorporate into my children’s hospice center design. Although this building
will be an institution, it will reflect a colorful, cheerful, and homelike atmosphere in
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“Ronald McDonald Houses,” University of Rochester Medical Center, accessed June 2017,
https://www.urmc.rochester.edu/childrens-hospital/visitor-information/ronald-mcdonald-house.aspx
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RikeyKidsVideo, Riley Hospital Tour: Extended Version, Video, 5.57 min, 2015,
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both the exterior and interior spaces. Differently-themed bedrooms will include space
for furniture to accommodate overnight guests, and I will allot play space so that
children can interact with each other. These designs and amenities will make the
transition into this facility less stressful and more personal.
Charlie, a comatose patient in the show Red Band Society said, "Everyone thinks
that when you go to a hospital, life stops. But it's just the opposite. Life starts.”32 This
quote forms the basis for my hospice center design: children do not enter a hospice
center with the idea that their lives will end. Therefore, their time spent in the hospice
center should be filled with pleasant activities and opportunities to create happy
memories.
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“Pilot, 2014,” IMDB, accessed June 2017, http://m.imdb.com/title/tt3844268/quotes?ref_=m_tt_trv_qu
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How Colors and Daylight Affect Children
As the case studies have shown, colors and natural light are both necessary and
crucial features for a children’s facility. According to “Natural Light and Education: The
Benefits of Daylighting for Schools and Colleges,” by the Bristolite Team, daylight not
only helps students focus better but also keeps them healthier. In addition, using
natural daylight decreases the amount of electricity needed in the building.33 This is a
great attribute that should be in any design. In a children’s hospice center, children’s
health may not improve, but natural daylight can help to energize them.
The substantial energy savings of natural daylight cannot be ignored. In “The
Benefits of Natural Light,“ Kevin Van Den Wymelenberg explained that, “Electric
lighting in buildings consumes more than 15 percent of all electricity generated in the
United States.”34 That is a substantial amount of energy just for lighting. Van Den
Wymelenberg describes a technique called “daylight sensors.” He stated that, “Spaces
outfitted with daylight-sensing controls can reduce the energy used for electric lighting
by 20 percent to 60 percent…”34 The use of daylight sensors would help my proposed
facility reduce its electrical lighting demand as well as reduce electricity expenses.
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"Natural Light and Education: The Benefits of Daylighting for Schools and Colleges." Bristolite Daylighting
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While natural lighting can help energize young patients, color can positively
impact children in multiple ways. Summer Baltzer stated that “color has the ability to
inspire, excite, soothe, heal and even agitate. This is particularly true for children, who
can be extra sensitive to color's impact. So the importance of picking out just the right
color for a young child's room shouldn't be underestimated.”35 With so many different
spaces in my proposed facility, color is a key ingredient to make children comfortable in
each space. Blue is very calming to children. “Blue decreases feelings of anxiety and
aggression…”35 This color would help children in any part of the facility, but would be
great in places that may seem scary to them at first, such as their hospice bedroom. Blue
would also work well in exam rooms. Soft or dark greens are also soothing colors for
children.35 Because green may also improve children’s reading speed and
comprehension, it may work best in facility spaces dedicated to reading and learning.
Yellow represents motivation and happiness and may work well in the proposed
facility’s main entry area.35 Purple is a color that expresses royalty, ambitiousness and
creativity as well as inspiring compassion.35 Purple might be used anywhere in the
proposed facility.
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Baltzer, Summer. "Kids' Room Color Wisdom: How Colors Affect Behavior,” Houzz, last modified September 21,
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5.0 - Theory and Methods
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Introduction
As noted in chapter 1, George Mark Children’s House in San Leandro, California
and TMC Children’s Hospice in Tucson, Arizona are the only two children’s hospices in
the United States. The dearth of children’s hospice centers is concerning given that over
200 children pass away annually from illnesses in the Finger Lakes region and
demonstrates the efficacy of a children’s hospice center. Children’s hospices offer the
most specialized comfort and medical services when they are supported by prominent
children’s hospitals, and the Finger Lakes region is home to Golisano Children’s
Hospital. Both institutions would benefit each other.
My vision for a children’s hospice center in the Finger Lakes region concentrates
on home-like spaces and play areas, and I chose this design based on my examination of
the features of other centers of care: children’s hospice, standard hospice, and children’s
hospitals. The proposed building will combine a residential feel, both inside and out,
with the necessary medical interventions maintained subtly within. Outside, the
building’s features maintain a residential appearance to blend in with its surroundings.
Inside, children reside in private, individually-themed rooms with additional furniture
to accommodate overnight family. Medical equipment is stored behind closed spaces
so as not to agitate children and to maintain the home-like environment. Play areas,
both inside and outdoors, offer features of home that encourage activity. The goal of my
proposed children’s hospice center is to provide children with medically-supported
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end-of-life care in a comforting, supportive facility with the same benefits of home.
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Site Selection
The two major criteria for any hospice center should be proximity to both
emergency medical services and also recreational services. For my children’s hospice
site, I chose Rochester, NY due to my familiarity with the region and also due to Strong
Memorial Hospital, home to the
top-ranked Golisano Children’s
Hospital. Building a relationship
between a children’s hospice and a
nationally-known children’s
hospital brings peace of mind to
families; they would be more
willing to utilize the hospice center
knowing its connection and
proximity to the hospital.

Figure 16: Map of Rochester, NY with Hospital and
Potential Site Locations

I chose sites first by examining open land around two Rochester, NY hospitals:
Highland and Strong. Both are situated in tight urban spaces with little land available
on which to build. Unity Hospital, located in the town of Greece just outside Rochester,
had open land near the Erie Canal. Ultimately, I chose between properties in the cities
of Brighton and Greece. Both locations were in close proximity to hospitals, grocery
stores, and recreational services. The yellow hexagons in figure 16 represent the
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locations of two hospitals, Golisano
and Unity, while the red circles
represent potential hospice center
sites. Site A in figure 17 is located in
Brighton across the street from the

Figure 17: Site A (South Clinton Ave) from Figure 16

Top’s Brighton Plaza, which also
houses a supermarket, restaurants,

and other shops. Site B in figure 18 is also located in Brighton alongside Interstate 390
and would be in close proximity to other medical facilities such as the URMC Pain
Treatment Center,
Cornerstone Eye
Associates, and VA
Outpatient Clinic.
This site would have
views to a pond,
which helps to create
Figure 18: Site B (Westfall Road) from Figure 16

a calm, serene

environment, but would have noise and pollution from Interstate 390. The two locations
in Brighton are close to Golisano Children’s Hospital, but they are both green spaces;
building on this land would reduce necessary green space in the city and could lead to
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environmental damage, including destroying animal habitats. Site C in figure 19 is
located near Unity Hospital on Ridgeway Avenue in Greece. This property had been
used until 2012 as an
apple farm. Currently,
the property is
overgrown, run
down, and no longer
holds agricultural
value. Building a
Figure 19: Site C (Ridgeway Ave) from Figure 16

hospice care facility
on part of the property and revitalizing the rest of the property with trees and other
landscaping would improve the property’s appearance and improve the environment.
This property also backs up to the Erie Canal, providing a serene view for patients,
staff, and visitors.
I evaluated each location for their advantages and disadvantages as seen in table
2. I compared the advantages and disadvantages of the different properties using a
matrix with several criteria: topography, amenities, vegetation, and proximity to
emergency to medical services. I determined the topography score by measuring the
distance between topography lines. The closer the lines, the steeper the topography.
This project needs a site that has a small slope for drainage, but a flatter site is necessary
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so that the building is easily accessible. I measured proximity to amenities by observing
the quality and quantity of stores within a two-mile radius. The vegetation score was
based on tree density; the goal is to limit the number of trees that must be felled to build
the site. Therefore, a higher vegetation score meant one could build without disturbing
the surrounding land. I determined the proximity to emergency services score by
calculating the number of miles from the proposed site to an emergency room. The
closer to the emergency room, the higher the score. The point system that was used for
this matrix was 1-5, with 1 being the worst and 5 being the best. Each category received
a score and the site with the highest total number of points was the chosen site. I chose
Site C due to its higher ratings for topography and vegetation.
Site C

Site A –

Site B –

Ridgeway Ave

South Clinton Ave

Westfall Rd

Topography

5

1

3

Proximity to
Amenities

3

4

5

Vegetation

4

1

3

Proximity to
Emergency Services

5

5

5

Total

17

11

16

Table 2: Site Advantages and Disadvantages
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Site Analysis - Physical Analysis
Site C, Ridgeway Avenue, is directly oriented north and south. As a result, the
building will be oriented so that patient rooms receive ample sunlight from the east and
west. Site C was previously an apple farm with many trees still standing on the
property. There are also very large trees at the edge of the property near the Erie Canal.
These trees by code will remain in their current location to help prevent erosion and to
retain the original topography. Other trees on the site will be removed, as necessary for
the building.
The topography of this site is mostly flat but as it gets closer to the Erie Canal it
slopes more for drainage. Figure 20
shows the topography of the land. Having
a site that is mostly flat makes it easier to
develop an accessible building.
The utilities connections of the site
itself are unknown but the residential
neighborhoods and other buildings on the
street demonstrate that utilities do exist.
Figure 20: Slope of land

As seen in figure 21, Ridgeway Avenue is also
in between two roads lined primarily with houses. The homes themselves are spaced
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apart, allowing for a quiet neighborhood.

Figure 21: Site C neighborhood
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Figure 22: Site C, Cultural Factors
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Site Analysis - Cultural Factors
As figure 22 shows, the site along Ridgeway Avenue consists of unused
farmland and residential neighborhoods. This is ideal for the proposed building
because the property will be secluded, allowing for the development of a serene
environment. The property itself will be located on just a small parcel of the land. This
will help maintain space between the buildings that are adjacent to the site. There is no
hazardous dumping around this site, and the Erie Canal requires that all buildings are
set back at least 100 feet from the Canal

Site Analysis - Zoning/ Regulatory Factors
The proposed site for the children’s hospice center is located in Greece, a town in
Monroe County. The parcel of land is on Ridgeway Avenue between Elmgrove Road
and Manitou Road. This property is in the Flexible Office/Industrial District, and part of
the site overlaps with the Canal Corridor Overlay District. Figure 23 shows a colorcoded map of different districts; the Flexible Office/Industrial District is represented
with turquoise with a gray diagonal stripe overlay.59 This district has many purposes:
making proper use of the land, ensuring cooperative use of land and water, and
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"Town of Greece, NY ZONING", Town of Greece, NY Zoning, October 22, 2015
http://greeceny.gov/files/Zoning_Map_December_2014.pdf.
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Figure 23: Zoning Map
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preserving “existing vegetation and natural features… [and preventing] erosion,
sedimentation and drainage problems both during and after construction.”36
Maintaining the existing vegetation is also one of the main purposes in the Canal
Corridor Overlay District. 36 The proposed design will support those goals by
incorporating land revitalization through the addition of vegetative features such as
trees, bushes, and flowers.
The Flexible Office/ Industrial District allows for the development of daycare
centers or school-aged children centers. Although a children’s hospice is unlike a
daycare center, both have similar facilities such as a play room, art room, and an
outdoor playground. Therefore, developers for the children’s hospice center would
need to apply for special permit uses, which then would have to be approved by the
board of the town of Greece. 36
Table 3 describes developmental regulations on setbacks for the Canal Corridor
Overlay District. For Non-Residential districts the minimum setback of the principal
building and accessory buildings is 50 feet away from the Erie Canal and the buildings
should be 150 feet away from the high water mark of the Erie Canal.36 The maximum
height of the principal building is 35 feet and the maximum height of an accessory
building is 17 feet. Docks are permitted on the site, but no more than one boat per
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"Chapter 211: Zoning." Town of Greece, NY Code. Accessed July 22, 2017. http://ecode360.com/10840054.
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building. In addition, parking lots are to be set back at least 100 feet of the canal.36

Table 3: Zoning Requirements

The International Building Code has requirements for building height, square
footage and types of construction.37 These requirements depend upon the type of
building occupancy that is being constructed or renovated. Some of those types include
institutional, residential and assembly. The design for the children’s hospice facility is
an R-4, which is a residential building. R-4 is described as a “Residential Group R-4

37

“Chapter 5: General Building Heights and Areas,” in 2015 International Building Code (Country Club Hills, IL:
International Code Council, 2014).
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occupancy [that] shall include building structures, or portions thereof for more than
five, but not more than 16 persons excluding staff, who reside on a 24-hour basis in a
supervised residential environment and receive custodial care.”37 The proposed
children’s hospice facility has only ten patient beds and therefore meets the occupancy
requirements.
Within the R-4 group, all types of construction meet regulation standards. In the
proposed facility, type IIIB was chosen because it has rigid requirements, making the
building safer in the event of a fire. With type IIIB, exterior walls contain noncombustible materials, but the interior walls do not need to be non-combustible. Type
IIIB holds a higher rating than the typical Type V wood construction found in most
residential homes.
Table 4 lists building code requirements for the height requirements for R-4, type
IIIB construction. Table 503.4 in the International building Code sets 75 feet is the
maximum allowable height. The proposed building will be 14 feet in height. Table
504.4 sets the maximum number of stories for R-4, type IIIB construction at four. The
proposed building will have one story. Finally, table 506.2 establishes the maximum
building area for this type of facility at 64,000sf. The proposed building will be 6000sf. 37
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Table 4: Building Code Requirements
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Architectural Program of Requirements
Location
This proposed children’s hospice center is intended as a space for children who
require end-of-life care. The facility will maintain a welcoming atmosphere in a
comfortable, home-like space. Families can visit the center knowing their children have
access to vital medical care. In addition to medical services and a home-like
environment, the facility will have the added benefit of being situated in a scenic
location: the proposed building incorporates views of the Erie Canal and extends the
space outside with a large patio that includes views of the Canal.
The location of this children’s hospice center on Ridgeway Avenue in Rochester,
New York has many opportunities for development with very few constraints. The
main constraint of the location is the approximately nine-mile distance between the
proposed building in Greece and Golisano Children’s Hospital in Rochester, NY.
However, the proposed building is less than one mile from Unity Hospital. Families can
still feel secure knowing that should a situation arise, medical staff at Unity would be
available.
The proposed facility has several opportunities:
● The building will occupy part of the property to allow for growth;
● The property overlooks views of the Erie Canal;
● As a ten bed facility, the building will be relatively small and intimate;
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● The building design will incorporate outdoor space;
● The building design will include space for families to sleep in the room with their
children.
● The town of Greece has many restaurants and shops within a ten mile radius;
Design Concept
In “Hospice and the
Spatial Paradoxes of Terminal
Care,” Brown discusses the need
for hospice facilities to blur the
lines between home and
hospital settings.38 In a hospital,

Figure 24: Main Concept Diagram

patients do not have a “central space.” Medical necessities, meals, recreation, and
grooming are usually interwoven into a single space: the patient’s bed with attached
bathroom. By contrast, in a home, the central spaces may be the living room and
kitchen, which are separate from other spaces, such as bedrooms and bathrooms.
The proposed facility draws on this concept, shown in figure 24, by using “play
spaces” as the core to separate the home wing with patient rooms from the hospital
wing with medical rooms. The goal is to maintain the medical spaces at a distance to
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Michael Brown. "Hospice and the Spatial Paradoxes of Terminal Care." Environment and Planning. A 35, no. 5
(2003): 833-51. doi: 10.1068/a35121.
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ease anxiety in children.
The programming of the facility itself is divided into private, semi-private and
public spaces. Private rooms as shown in table 5 are spaces intended for patients and
their families: patient’s bedroom and bathroom, interfaith chapel, examination room
and therapeutic room. The patient bedrooms, with their own ADA accessible
bathrooms, are intended as individualized home-like spaces for the patient and visiting
family or friends. The interfaith chapel is for family and friends to reflect and pray. The
examination room is for medical checkups and the therapeutic room is a space for
children to relax in a large tub.
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Table 5: Private Rooms

Semi-private spaces as shown in table 6 are spaces that are closed off to an extent,
but also are open for visitors to observe. These spaces include the reading nooks,
conference room, nurse’s station, and administration offices. The reading nooks are
spaces for the patient to be able to go and read. The conference room is a meeting space
for medical staff, facility staff, or families. The nurse’s station includes desks for the
nurses, one of which is positioned toward the patient rooms to allow for maximum
observation. The administration offices are for the staff department heads and include a
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shared office for visiting doctors.

Table 6: Semi- Private Rooms

As shown in table 7, public rooms, located in the building’s center, are open to
everyone. These include the music room, play room, art room, waiting room, common
bathroom, family dining room/kitchen, and the greenhouse. The music room has chairs
and tables for patients along with different instruments to play. The waiting room is a
large open space where families can inquire about their children. The common
bathrooms are ADA accessible. The family dining room/ kitchen area allows families to
eat and prepare meals together. The greenhouse maintains vegetables and fruits grown
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for use in the facility.

Table 7: Public Rooms
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Space Requirements
The program of spaces for the proposed facility was based on information
gathered from existing hospice centers in the United States as well as childhood
mortality rates. As shown in figure 25, in 2011, 375 children between the ages of zero
and fourteen passed away. 204, or 54 percent of these children succumbed due to an
illness. To determine the number of patient rooms in the proposed facility, I divided the
number of children who died from illness by the number of counties in the Finger Lakes
region. Dividing 204 by 7 yields 29 needed rooms. The proposed facility would be the
third facility in the United States. Therefore, I chose to begin with ten patient rooms
with the understanding that the building could be expanded to accommodate more
rooms should the need arise.
Each patient room in the proposed facility will have its own unique theme,
although children will not design their own rooms as is done at TMC Children’s
Hospice. Similar to TMC and George Mark Children’s House, rooms will be large
enough to accommodate family members staying overnight.
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Figure 25: Leading Causes of Children’s Death in the Finger Lakes Region

Table 8 describes the design’s room placement. The black boxes represent rooms
that must be adjacent to each other. Boxes with diagonal lines represent rooms that
should be in close proximity to each other but not necessarily adjacent. The white boxes
represent rooms that do not require close proximity, and the gray boxes represent
rooms that utilize the extra space.
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Table 8: Adjacency Diagram

On-site amenities
The proposed facility will host an on-site chapel similar to those in TMC
Children’s Hospice and George Mark Children’s House. Although the proposed facility
will not have a formal garden similar to those at TMC and George Mark, the building is
situated on acreage that overlooks the picturesque and soothing Erie Canal.
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Additionally, the proposed facility does not include a formal bereavement suite similar
to the other children’s hospice centers, but it will have a conference room that can be
used for that support. The proposed design includes a large family-style dining area.
This design did not include a kennel, but there is space to add this space in the future
should staff express a desire for one.
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6.0 - Design
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Site Design
As noted in chapter 5, the children’s hospice site design adheres to the zoning
requirements for the Town of Greece’s NY Zoning Code, which requires maintenance of
vegetation up to 100 feet away from the Erie Canal. To satisfy this, the building was set
back from the canal as seen in figure 26. Figure 27 shows a section of the site and
demonstrates the building’s placement with the land’s topography. As evidenced in the
image, there is not much slope on this property until one moves closer to the Erie Canal
Figure 26 also shows the winding driveway as it continues through the site
leading into a drop-off loop outside the entry canopy of the building. This drop-off loop
provides a space for cars to pull close to the entrance to drop off family members. Each
side of the driveway includes a parking lot. The staff parking lot on the right leads to
the driveway on the medical side of the building where patients can be transported in
and out. Family members and friends use the parking lot on the left.
As seen in figure 28, the winding driveway lined with trees creates a meandering
path toward the building that helps to slow visitors and encourages them to enjoy the
views. The path also reduces heat island effect. When dark colored pavement such as
asphalt absorbs the heat from the exposure to the sun throughout the day, it creates an
area of higher temperatures. The shade from the trees aids in preventing this by
shielding the dark pavement from the sun’s rays.
The large windows in figure 28 represent the public rooms; this idea comes from
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the large windows that accompany homes with great rooms. The smaller, private rooms
have windows similar to those in a bedroom. The windows that face the courtyard
allow enough natural light to filter in due to the building’s U-shape.

Figure 26: Site
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Exterior Design
The exterior of the building shown in figure 29 was designed to look like a
large house and blend in with the other buildings on the semi-residential street. The
exterior materials all work to create the illusion of a home as opposed to a hospital. The
roofline of the facility is a gable roof, which resemble a typical roof line of a house. The
building’s siding uses lap siding, board, and batten siding, and the additional stone
base. Blue- and gray-colored siding work to create a calming and inviting effect. The
wood canopy in the entryway, as shown in Figure 30, continues this effect and acts as a
contrast to the blue and gray siding. The canopy also extends to the edge of the
driveway to shelter patients and visitors as they enter the building.
Figure 29 also shows how the U-shaped building and the resulting increased
perimeter allows for more vegetation and garden space. The U-shape design with a
courtyard in the center was a result of working within the confines of the zoning laws
that restricted the building’s distance from the Erie Canal. The U-shape allows views of
the Canal from every room. In addition to its views of the Canal, the U-shaped building
design also allows for equal amounts of natural light in each of the patient rooms.
Bump outs on the exterior of the building between patient rooms shown in figure
31 add dynamic features to the façade and help separate the patios. The bump outs also
translate to the roof design, acting as dormers to create a higher roof line. The taller roof
lines allow for taller walls and windows, leading to more daylight in spaces that serve
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as reading nooks.
The patient room patios connect to the courtyard and the playground as seen in
figure 32. The playground is constructed with rubber mulch and the courtyard includes
a patio constructed using permeable pavers, which allows for water to be absorbed back
into the ground. Planting beds serve as privacy screens for patient rooms on the
building’s east side while the greenhouse is located on the west side.
Figure 32 also shows the chapel, constructed with a stone façade and located in
the back of the building to maintain the front’s residential appearance from the street.
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Figure 27: Site- Section

Figure 28: Main Entrance
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Figure 29: Exterior View
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Figure 30: Entryway
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Figure 31: View of Patios
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Figure 32: Site- Playground
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Interior Design
This proposed children’s hospice design incorporates a soothing exterior along
with calming and playful interior spaces to create a home-like feel. As shown in figure
33, the U-shape building has both physical and psychological functions. Physically, it
creates a gathering space, provides views of the Canal to all patient room, and separates
the hospital spaces from the play spaces. Psychologically, the separation of medical and
play spaces helps decrease anxiety in the young patients. Within the entry spaces as
shown in figures 33 and 35 is the waiting room, which resembles a large living room
with comfortable seating and high ceilings. This waiting room links with a large
administrative space, where staff members greet visitors and process patient
information. The waiting room as shown in figure 33 also has views of the family
dining room, exterior play spaces and the greenhouse. The result is a seamless view
from inside the building to the exterior, to create an illusion of being outdoors.
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Figure 33: Building Section through Entry Area to Play Ground
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Figure 34: Floor Plan
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Figure 35: Waiting Area
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The family dining room includes two dining room tables and a full kitchen. The
dining tables encourage interaction and shared support amongst families. Families may
choose to cook for themselves or enjoy food prepared by an on-site chef. A greenhouse
located directly outside the family dining room provides fresh vegetables and fruits
“from farm to table.”
The activity areas are located near the waiting room to act as a barrier between
the home-like and medical spaces. The music and playroom are closest to the waiting
area. The playroom is enclosed by a glass wall. Figure 37 shows that at 4’-0” the glass is
colored to act as a privacy barrier for children. The playroom also opens to an outside
patio that leads to the playground. Connecting these two spaces creates the impression
of a seamless flow from interior to exterior. These spaces are farther away from the
patient rooms to keep noise level at a minimum.
Figure 34 shows a floor plan of the home-like spaces on the building’s left side.
The nurse’s station, painted purple to promote compassion, is an open space with a
main desk at the end of the hallway to allow views of all of patient rooms in the
corridor. The nurse’s station includes a laundry room, storage, and all necessary
supplies.
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As shown in figure 38, each patient room has its own theme such as Clifford or
Curious George. The theme continues throughout the room but a main feature is the
large mural above the bed’s headboard. These themes were chosen because they remain
favorite children’s picture books due to their bright colors and universal themes. They
provide the younger children with a comforting, cheerful atmosphere. The older
children’s room may have themes incorporating oceans or sports.
Shown in figure 39, the patient rooms open to a patio so that each patient has a
personal exterior space that they can enjoy. Figure 39 shows the rooms oriented east to
west to allow for ample sunlight. Reading nooks or storage facilities constructed
between the patient rooms provide an extra sound barrier, which is shown in Figure 37.
The patient rooms incorporate uneven doors; a single door opens to allow traditional
room entry while a smaller, secondary door allows access for medical equipment.
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Figure 36: Building Section 2 through Patient Rooms to Play Ground

Figure 37: Building Section 3 through Medical Room to Patient Rooms
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Figure 38: Patient Room Rendering
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Figure 39: Blown Up Detail Floor Plan- Patient Room
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The circulation design in figure 40 demonstrates the successful delineation
between the home and hospital sides of the building shown earlier in figure 21. The
diagram in figure 40 shows how children will travel throughout the facility. The blue
lines represent the circulation for play and the green lines represent the circulation for
care.
As seen in figure 40, the right side of the building houses the medical-like spaces
such as examination rooms and therapeutic tub rooms. Figure 41 shows the
examination room, typical of a pediatrician’s office with an exam table and a counter
with a sink for the doctor and nurses. This room is decorated with a lively graphic on
the wall to make it welcoming.
The floor plan in figure 40 also shows the entrance/exit at the end of the hallway
of the examination rooms. This door is intended for transporting from the facility
children who have passed away. The chapel, located on the same side of the building,
functions as a space for reflection and prayer as well as a funeral space.
The proposed facility as shown previously in figure 27 is capable of expansion
since currently it occupies a small piece of the property, and this facility potentially can
offer both transition and respite care. This design can serve as a reference for future
facilities. By promoting it through publications, stories from patient families, and
hospital associations, this proposed facility can become known and referenced in future
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hospice designs as a basis for design and information in the United States and other
countries in an attempt to improve much-needed children’s hospice care and children
hospice centers.
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Figure 40: Circulation Diagram
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Figure 41: Exam Room Rendering
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7.0 - Conclusion
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Within the United States only two children’s hospice centers exist. Sadly, the
number of children who would benefit from these centers has risen. As more children
require end-of-life care, there is a greater need for an end-of-life facility that combines
the comforts of home with the medical needs of a hospital to accommodate these
children and their families. In an effort to meet these needs, this thesis reviewed
prominent children’s hospitals located around the eastern United States, focusing
primarily on Golisano Children’s Hospital in Rochester, NY. With the dearth of
children’s hospice centers in the eastern United States, the need for one is significant.
Building a center in the Finger Lakes region and establishing a relationship with a
children’s hospital such as Golisano would be greatly beneficial to all parties involved.
Deciding to build a children’s hospice facility is only the first step in meeting the
needs of terminally-ill children and their families in the Finger Lakes region. The next
step is to design a center with medical facilities that still exudes a welcoming
atmosphere for children. The proposed building is a residential design situated in a
residential area with on-site amenities that offer a home-like environment.
The interior was designed so that the children could enjoy the living and play
spaces without the anxiety of viewing the necessary medical equipment and facilities.
Amenities such as reading nooks with large windows for natural light and seating for
comfortable lounging, as well as spaces for play, art, and music help to inspire
creativity and provide children with therapeutic support. On-staff nurses ensure that
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children’s medical needs are met and a house chef supports the children’s nutritional
needs in their private rooms or in the family dining room. All these aspects combine to
create the ideal children’s hospice; families can take comfort knowing their children will
receive end-of-life care in a welcoming, home-like center with space to live and play
and a medical staff supported by doctors at nearby hospitals.
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